Three-dimensional imaging interferometric synthetic aperture ladar
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A monostatic strip-map mode interferometric synthetic aperture ladar (SAL) is reported. Using a chirped laser of about 5 mW at 1550 nm wavelength as the illumination source and two cross-track receiving apertures with a baseline of 1.6 mm, the ladar can generate both well-focused two-dimensional SAL images without adopting phase error removing techniques and three-dimensional images by interferometric SAL techniques. Detailed results are illustrated for retro-reflective or diffusive targets at a distance of 2.4 m.
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Synthetic aperture ladar (SAL), being capable of imaging long distance objects in relatively short synthetic aperture time with high resolution, has been progressed greatly in recent years\textsuperscript{[3-10]}. With the advancement of SAL techniques, the potential three-dimensional (3D) imaging capability of SAL is drawing the attention of ladar researchers. The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency declared the realization of compelling 3D SAL imagery of extended diffuse targets on airplane platforms\textsuperscript{[11]}. An interferometric SAL (InSAL) was reported by the Spectrum Lab and Department of Physics in Montana State University (MSU) utilizing ultra-broad bandwidth actively linearized chirp laser centered at 1550 nm wavelength and about 200 mW power\textsuperscript{[12]}. So far, the 3D InSAL images provided by MSU is the only result demonstrated in public.

In the MSU setup, the detector could receive only one photon from each resolution pixel during a pulse, which will put forward high requirement on the sensitivity of the detector. In this letter, a monostatic InSAL in strip-map mode is reported, where, real lenses, instead of the tiny tip face of a single-mode fiber in the MSU setup, are used as the transmitting/receiving (T/R) apertures, enabling much less laser illuminating power (5 mW) in ladar operation. A simple photometric budget can be done like this: The laser beam with 5 mW transmitting power and 3 mrad divergence angle will irradiate $3 \times 10^{13}$ photons/s on each $200 \times 200$ (μm) resolution pixel of the target 2.4 m away. And assuming the photons is back-scattered into a $2\pi$ solid angle, then each $0.4 \times 0.4$ (mm) lens will receive $1.32 \times 10^4$ photons from each resolution pixel within the actually used pulse duration of 100 ms. Moreover, the system can generate high-resolution two-dimensional (2D) images by straightforwardly following standard SAL image formation theory and not requiring phase error removing techniques as phase gradient autofocus (PGA)\textsuperscript{[13]}.

Detailed results on the system description, phase history data (PHD) and 2D/3D images are illustrated.

The schematic of the monostatic strip-map mode InSAL is shown in Fig. 1. A chirped laser with power of about 5 mW is used as the illuminating source which provides a wavelength modulation range of 40 nm around 1550 nm. The wavelength scanning speed is 100 nm/s. Four signal recording channels are set in the system: Channel 1 monitors the absorption spectrum of a HCN cell to provide accurate frequency reference for different shots in the whole collection time; Channel 2 is the reference heterodyne signal for removing the frequency chirping nonlinearity in both Channels 3 and 4 by sharpness algorithm\textsuperscript{[2]}; Channels 3 and 4 record the heterodyne signals from the two cross-track apertures. The two cross-track apertures behind the receiving telescope with 10 times magnification are vertically set with 16 mm apart, forming a 1.6 mm baseline for InSAL imaging. The target is placed on a slant plane, which can be moved across the laser beam by a translational stage.

This monostatic strip-map mode InSAL is developed from a previous SAL setup in our laboratory\textsuperscript{[14-16]}. Two cross-track apertures are adopted in the receiving optics for InSAL configuration. Due to the excellent performance of the SAL setup, data from either Channel 3 or 4 in the InSAL could generate well-focused high-resolution images, usually referred to as the main and slave complex SAL images in InSAL terminology, just by following standard SAL image formation theory and not requiring any phase error removing techniques as PGA.

The interferometric phase of the two SAL images formed by the two cross-track apertures in this InSAL setup can be expressed as

$$
\phi_{m}(x', f_t) = -2 \frac{B \left( y_0 \sin \Phi - z_0 \cos \Phi \right)}{\lambda_0 L_0},
$$

(1)
where \( x \) and \( f \) are coordinate values in azimuth (along-track) axis and range (cross-track) axis of the SAL image, \( B \), \( L_0 \), \( \lambda_0 \), and \( \Phi \) are baseline length, target distance, laser central wavelength, and side-looking angle, respectively, and \( y \) and \( z \) are coordinate values in the range and elevation directions, respectively. The variable \( z \) is exactly the elevation information to be found out. And the term \(-2\pi \beta y \sin \phi / \lambda_0 L_0\) will cause the fringes in the interferogram, which are usually called “flat effect” in InSAL, and should be removed before 2D phase unwrapping.

The InSAL signal processing is shown in Fig. 2.

Step I: Form 2D complex SAL images. The main and slave complex SAL images are generated from the raw SAL data of the two cross-track apertures by standard SAL image formation theory: Fourier transformation for range compression and matched filtering for azimuth focusing.

Step II: Carry out image registration to maximize the coherence of the two SAL images. Generally, both pixel level registration and co-registration are required. In this monostatic InSAL, data are collected by a short baseline in a single pass, so a pixel level registration is adequate and co-registration is not used for getting a clear interferogram of the two SAL images due to the fine coherence in the system.

Step III: Multiply the main complex SAL image by the conjugate of the slave complex SAL image, and calculate the phase angle of the product to form the interferogram of the two SAL images.

Step IV: Remove the “flat effect” fringes from the interferogram. Removing the fringes will generate accurate target elevation information.

Step V: Mask and noise filtering. Select the area of interest in the 2D SAL image, and mask the corresponding area in the interferogram. Make 2D noise filtering to the masked interferogram.

Step VI: Get height profile of the target. Use 2D phase unwrapping to recover the elevation information from the noise filtered interferogram. In the 2D phase unwrapping process, the method of the least square and the network flow\(^{[17,18]}\) are both tried and found to be robust and helpful. However, the InSAL imaging results acquired by the method of the network flow seem more consistent with the actual target. Therefore, the method of the network flow is adopted in this work.

The target distance for 2D/3D imaging is about 2.4 m. With this distance, both cross-track apertures could generate well-focused SAL images with a high 2D special resolution which is very close to the theoretical azimuth resolution of 233 \( \mu \)m by synthetic aperture length of 8 mm and theoretical range resolution of 170 \( \mu \)m by heterodyne signal pulse length of 100 ms\(^{[15,16]}\), which is much higher than the fundamental limit resolution of 9.3 mm due to the real aperture size of 0.4 mm (\( -\lambda_0 / D \)) every elevation of 3.3 mm in the target will cause an interferometric phase shift of \( 2\pi \) according to Eq. (1).

Figure 3 shows the InSAL result of a ridge-shaped target. Figure 3(a) shows the photograph of the target, which is made of retro-reflective material and sticks on a ridge-shaped support made of thin steel plate. The total elevation of this retro-reflector target is about 2.5 mm. Figure 3(b) shows the main and slave SAL images formed in Step I, where the surface details, for instance, the “X”-shaped area of the target, are clearly displayed due to the well performance of the system. Figure 3(c) shows the interferogram right after image registration, where the dense “flat effect” fringes could be clearly seen. Figure 3(d) shows the wrapped phase obtained from Fig. 3(c) after removing “flat effect” fringes and noise filtering. Figure 3(e) shows the unwrapped phase from Fig. 3(d), which contains the...
Fig. 3. Result of a retro-reflective target: (a) photograph of the target, (b) 2D SAL images, (c) interferogram of SAL images, (d) wrapped phase, (e) unwrapped phase, and (f) 3D InSAL image.

Fig. 4. Result of a diffusive target: (a) photographs of the target, (b) 2D SAL images, (c) interferogram of SAL images, (d) wrapped phase, (e) unwrapped phase, and (f) 3D InSAL image.

elevation information of the target. Figure 3(f) shows the reconstructed height profile of the target. From Fig. 3(f), the height of the ridge is 2.5 mm, which is well consistent with the 2.5 mm target shown in Fig. 3(a).

Figure 4 shows the InSAL result of a drawing pin. Figure 4(a) shows the photographs of the target, where the left photograph shows the pin on the stage and the right one shows the surface details of the pin. The smooth metal surface of the drawing pin is made rough by sandpaper to form diffusive backscattering to the laser light. Figure 4(b) shows the 2D SAL images and Fig. 4(c) shows the interferogram after image registration, where the dense “flat effect” fringes could be clearly seen. Figure 4(d) shows the wrapped phase obtained from Fig. 4(c) after removing “flat effect” fringes and noise filtering. Figure 4(e) shows the unwrapped phase from Fig. 4(d), which contains the elevation information of the target. Figure 4(f) is the reconstructed 3D InSAL image, showing the spherical shape of the target.

Figures 3 and 4 are the InSAL results of different targets. In Fig. 3, the strong backscattering target results in well-focused 2D images with details. In Fig. 4, the poor reflecting diffusive target leads to 2D images with inhomogeneous backscattering. However, in both cases, the 3D images are well reconstructed by InSAL technique.

Figure 5 shows the InSAL imaging result of a more complicated target made of three drawing pins. Figure 5(a) shows the photograph of the target and Fig. 5(b) shows the elevation profile of the three drawing pins obtained by InSAL processing, where the spherical shapes of the pins are clearly displayed. What should be mentioned in particular is that, the rough metal targets (drawing pins) are stuck to the rubber, and then placed on the board. The elasticity of the rubber makes it hard to keep a strictly certain angle of every drawing pins, and this makes these three thumbtacks look a bit different.

In conclusion, a monostatic InSAL in strip-map mode is successfully introduced. The well-performed system, using
1550 nm wavelength chirped laser with power of about 5 mW as the illuminating source and real lenses as the T/R apertures, can maintain stable PHD and form high-resolution 2D SAL images and 3D InSAL images by straightforwardly following InSAL image formation theory and not adopting phase error removing techniques as PGA. Detailed 2D and 3D imaging results on both retro-reflective and diffractive targets in distance of about 2.4 m are given. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a 3D imaging monostatic InSAL is reported with PGA-independent well-focused images.

As a high-resolution 3D imagery tool, InSAL may have a good prospect for remote sensing application, although there are still many technical challenges in developing a practical InSAL for outdoor uses, since enormous phase errors may be produced by mechanical vibration, atmosphere turbulence, etc\(^{(19,20)}\). However, the difficulties in the complex outdoor condition can be overcome by adopting the increasingly mature technology of system controlling and signal processing.
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